LET`S TALK

YOUR CONTACT CENTRE OUR SOLUTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

CO N TAC T CEN T RE
SOLUTION

 samwin.net/solution/contactcentre

Because companies
have processes.

The rapidly developing market promotes solutions
which are characterised more and more by flexibility, customer interactions, and dynamism. With
samwin 8, telecommunication software provides
one of the most flexible contact centre applications, defined by outstanding client and user proximity. Alongside many contact centre functions
around routing, reporting, and interfaces, efficient
operation, excellent customer satisfaction, and
first-class customer experience in particular are the
central elements of the samwin solution.

Efficiently implementing the latest
technologies and maintaining flexibility for clients and users is the key role
of the samwin function. Along with
the usual standard service features in
the contact centre area, the incredibly
powerful samwin server displays many
special customer functions in particular. These range from callback and
black and white lists to alarm scenarios. Paired with the flexible and modular web client, samwin has the perfect
tools to integrate fully into the client
processes.

ADAPTABLE &
EASILY CONVERTIBLE
samwin 8 leaves nothing to be desired. The
samwin 8 solution is able to adapt to the client’s
processes entirely and to implement their requirements in a professional manner.

Platform-independent

Reporting and real time

Thanks to the manufacturerneutral SIP connection, you
can connect very different UC
platforms and gateways directly.
The samwin scope of services
barely changes.

samwin’s own reporting module
enables the targeted monitoring
of important figures of your
contact centre in real time and the
supply of extensive reporting data
over long periods of time.
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SHORT FACTS

THE WEB AGENT

SHOWROOM
INSIGHTS

Brick-based and highly flexible
To meet users’ requirements regarding interaction and display,
samwin provides the agent in the samwin 8 version with an
innovative web client. The user can therefore choose between
multiple predefined components with various contents and
drag them onto their interface. The agent interface can be filled
in a very flexible manner with regard to position, content, and
size. In addition, special customer requirements can be developed, packaged, and rolled out into new components (bricks)

Supervisor

quickly and efficiently. The web technology also allows for location-independent operation with many benefits for all those
involved.

HIGHLIGHTS
Interactive Channel

Manufacturer-independent

Silent monitoring modes

Reporting/real time displays

Flexible supervisor

Event-controlled interactions

Callback

Web/desktop client

Silent Monitoring Modi

CRM/ERP integration

Black/white lists

IVR and scripting

Special announcements

Multi-customer

Presence & mediation
Email function

CRM/ERP integration
Along with basic functions, the integration of ERP/CRM or ticket systems plays a significant role in contact centre operation. samwin fulfils this thanks to its great flexibility. Data can
be retrieved depending on the system or incorporated in a bidirectional manner. Especially developed scripts enable innovative interactions with various systems and therefore create
a deep integration into the customer environment.
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Reporting & analysis

